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Preface

*Prealgebra & Introductory Algebra, Fifth Edition,* was written in response to the needs of those teaching combined courses. My goals were to help students make the transition from arithmetic to algebra and to provide a solid foundation in algebra. To help students accomplish this, my goals for this text are:

- Most importantly, to write an organized, student-friendly text that is keyed to objectives and contains many worked-out examples.
- To introduce algebraic concepts early and repeat them often as I cover traditional arithmetic topics, thus laying the groundwork for the next algebra course your students will take. Specific care was taken to ensure that all core topics of an introductory algebra course are covered and that students have the most up-to-date, relevant text preparation for future courses that require an understanding of algebraic fundamentals.
- To show students the relevancy of mathematics in everyday life and in the workplace by emphasizing and integrating the following throughout this text: real-life and real-data applications, data interpretation, conceptual understanding, problem solving, writing, cooperative learning, number sense, estimation, critical thinking and geometric concepts.

The many factors that contributed to the success of the previous editions have been retained. In preparing the Fifth Edition, I considered comments and suggestions of colleagues, students, and many users of the prior edition throughout the country.

**What’s New in the Fifth Edition?**

- **The Martin-Gay Program** has been revised and enhanced with a new design in the text and MyLab Math to actively encourage students to use the text, video program, and Video Organizer as an integrated learning system.
- **New Getting Ready for the Test** can be found before each Chapter Test. These exercises can increase student success by helping students prepare for their Chapter Test. The purpose of these exercises is to check students’ conceptual understanding of the topics in the chapter as well as common student errors. It is suggested that students complete and check these exercises before taking a practice Chapter Test. All Getting Ready for the Test exercises are either Multiple Choice or Matching, and all answers can be found in the answer section of this text.
- **Video Solutions** of all exercises can be found in MyLab Math. These video solutions contain brief explanations and reminders of material in the chapter. Where applicable, incorrect choices contain explanations.
- Getting Ready for the Test exercise numbers marked in blue indicate that the exercise is available in Learning Catalytics. LC

- **New Learning Catalytics** is an interactive student response tool that uses students’ smartphones, tablets, or laptops to engage them in more sophisticated tasks and thinking. Generate class discussion, guide your lecture, and promote peer-to-peer learning with real-time analytics. Accessible through MyLab Math, instructors can use Learning Catalytics to:
  - Pose a variety of open-ended questions that help your students develop critical thinking skills.
  - Monitor responses to find out where students are struggling.
  - Use real-time data to adjust your instructional strategy and try other ways of engaging your students during class.
• Manage student interactions by automatically grouping students for discussion, teamwork, and peer-to-peer learning.
• Pearson-created questions for developmental math topics are available to allow you to take advantage of this exciting technology. Additionally, “Getting Ready for the Test” exercises (marked in blue) are available in Learning Catalytics. Search the question library for “MGP&I” and the chapter number, for example, MGP&I7 would be the questions from Chapter 7.

• **Revised and updated Key Concept Activity Lab Workbook** includes Extension Exercises, Exploration Activities, Conceptual Exercises, and Group Activities. These activities are a great way to engage students in conceptual projects and exploration as well as group work. This workbook is available in MyLab Math, or can be packaged with a text or MyLab code.

• **Exercise Sets** have been carefully examined and revised. Special focus was placed on making sure that even- and odd-numbered exercises are carefully paired and that real-life applications are updated.

• **The Martin-Gay MyLab Math** course has been updated and revised to provide more exercise coverage, including assignable Video Check questions and an expanded video program. There are Lecture Videos for every section, which students can also access at the specific objective level; Student Success Tips videos; and an increased number of video clips at the exercise level to help students while doing homework in MyLab Math. Suggested homework assignments have been premade for assignment at the instructor’s discretion.

### Key Continuing Resources and Pedagogical Features

• **Vocabulary, Readiness & Video Check Questions** continue to be available in the text and for assignment in MyLab Math. The Readiness exercises center on a student’s understanding of a concept that is necessary in order to continue to the exercise set. The Video Check questions are included in every section for every learning objective. These exercises are a great way to assess whether students have viewed and understood the key concepts presented in the videos. Answers to all Video Check questions are available in an answer section at the back of the text.

• **Interactive Lecture Series in MyLab Math**, featuring author Elayn Martin-Gay, provides students with active learning at their own pace. The videos offer the following resources and more:

  A complete lecture for each section of the text highlights key examples and exercises from the text. Pop-ups reinforce key terms, definitions, and concepts.

  An interface with menu navigation features allows students to quickly find and focus on the examples and exercises they need to review.

  Interactive Concept Check exercises measure students’ understanding of key concepts and common trouble spots.

  Student Success Tips Videos are 3-5 minute videos designed to be daily reminders to students to continue practicing and maintaining good organizational and study habits. They include student success tips for general college success, tips specific to success in math courses, and content-specific tips to avoid common mathematical mistakes.

• **The Interactive Lecture Series** also includes the following resources for test prep:

  New Getting Ready for the Test Videos

  The Chapter Test Prep Videos help students during their most teachable moment—when they are preparing for a test. This innovation provides step-by-step solutions for the exercises found in each Chapter Test. For the Fifth Edition, the Chapter Test Prep Videos are also available on YouTube™. The videos are captioned in English and Spanish.
The Practice Final Exam Videos help students prepare for an end-of-course final. Students can watch full video solutions to each exercise in the Practice Final Exam at the end of this text.

- The Video Organizer helps students take notes and work practice exercises while watching the Interactive Lecture Series videos in their MyLab Math course. All content in the Video Organizer is presented in the same order as it is presented in the videos, making it easy for students to create a course notebook and build good study habits.
  - Covers all of the video examples in order.
  - Provides prompts with ample space for students to write down key definitions and properties.
  - Includes Play and Pause button icons to prompt students to follow along with the author for some exercises while they try others on their own.

The Video Organizer is available in a loose-leaf, notebook-ready format. It is also available for download in MyLab Math.

Key Pedagogical Features

The following key features have been retained and/or updated for the Fifth Edition of the text:

- Problem-Solving Process This is formally introduced in Chapter 3 with a four-step process that is integrated throughout the text. The four steps are Understand, Translate, Solve, and Interpret. The repeated use of these steps in a variety of examples shows their wide applicability. Reinforcing the steps can increase students’ comfort level and confidence in tackling problems.

- Exercise Sets Revised and Updated The exercise sets have been carefully examined and extensively revised. Special focus was placed on making sure that even- and odd-numbered exercises are paired and that real-life applications were updated.

- Examples Detailed, step-by-step examples were added, deleted, replaced, or updated as needed. Many examples reflect real life. Additional instructional support is provided in the annotated examples.

- Practice Exercises Throughout the text, each worked-out example has a parallel Practice exercise. These invite students to be actively involved in the learning process. Students should try each Practice exercise after finishing the corresponding example. Learning by doing will help students grasp ideas before moving on to other concepts. Answers to the Practice exercises are provided at the bottom of each page.

- Helpful Hints Helpful Hints contain practical advice on applying mathematical concepts. Strategically placed where students are most likely to need immediate reinforcement, Helpful Hints help students avoid common trouble areas and mistakes.

- Concept Checks This feature allows students to gauge their grasp of an idea as it is being presented in the text. Concept Checks stress conceptual understanding at the point-of-use and help suppress misconceived notions before they start. Answers appear at the bottom of the page. Exercises related to Concept Checks are included in the exercise sets.

- Mixed Practice Exercises In the section exercise sets, these exercises require students to determine the problem type and strategy needed to solve it just as they would need to do on a test.

- Integrated Reviews This unique, mid-chapter exercise set helps students assimilate new skills and concepts that they have learned separately over several sections. These reviews provide yet another opportunity for students to work with “mixed” exercises as they master the topics.
Vocabulary Check This feature provides an opportunity for students to become more familiar with the use of mathematical terms as they strengthen their verbal skills. These appear at the end of each chapter before the Chapter Highlights. Vocabulary, Readiness & Video exercises provide practice at the section level.

Chapter Highlights Found at the end of every chapter, these contain key definitions and concepts with examples to help students understand and retain what they have learned and help them organize their notes and study for tests.

Chapter Review The end of every chapter contains a comprehensive review of topics introduced in the chapter. The Chapter Review offers exercises keyed to every section in the chapter, as well as Mixed Review exercises that are not keyed to sections.

Chapter Test and Chapter Test Prep Videos The Chapter Test is structured to include those problems that involve common student errors. The Chapter Test Prep Videos gives students instant access to a step-by-step video solution of each exercise in the Chapter Test.

Cumulative Review This review follows every chapter in the text (except Chapter 1). Each odd-numbered exercise contained in the Cumulative Review is an earlier worked example in the text that is referenced in the back of the book along with the answer.

Writing Exercises These exercises occur in almost every exercise set and require students to provide a written response to explain concepts or justify their thinking.

Applications Real-world and real-data applications have been thoroughly updated, and many new applications are included. These exercises occur in almost every exercise set and show the relevance of mathematics and help students gradually and continuously develop their problem-solving skills.

Review Exercises These exercises occur in each exercise set (except in Chapter 1) and are keyed to earlier sections. They review concepts learned earlier in the text that will be needed in the next section or chapter.

Exercise Set Resource Icons Located at the opening of each exercise set, these icons remind students of the resources available for extra practice and support:

MyLab Math

See Student Resources descriptions on page xvii for details on the individual resources available.

Exercise Icons These icons facilitate the assignment of specialized exercises and let students know what resources can support them.

Video icon: exercise worked in the Interactive Lecture Series found in MyLab Math.

Triangle icon: identifies exercises involving geometric concepts.

Pencil icon: indicates a written response is needed.

Calculator icon: optional exercises intended to be solved using a scientific or graphing calculator.

Group Activities Found at the end of each chapter, these activities are for individual or group completion, and are usually hands-on or data-based activities that extend the concepts found in the chapter, allowing students to make decisions and interpretations and to think and write about algebra.

Optional: Calculator Exploration Boxes and Calculator Exercises The optional Calculator Explorations provide keystrokes and exercises at appropriate places to give students an opportunity to become familiar with these tools. Section exercises that are best completed by using a calculator are identified by for ease of assignment.
Student and Instructor Resources

STUDENT RESOURCES

Video Organizer
Designed to help students take notes and work practice exercises while watching the Interactive Lecture Series videos.
- Covers all of the video examples in order.
- Provides prompts with ample space for students to write down key definitions and rules.
- Includes “Play” and “Pause” button icons to prompt students to follow along with the author for some exercises while they try others on their own.
- Includes Student Success Tips Outline and Questions
Available in loose-leaf, notebook-ready format and in MyLab Math.

Key Concept Activity Lab Workbook
Includes Extension Exercises, Exploration Activities, Conceptual Exercises, and Group Activities. This workbook is available in MyLab Math, or can be packaged in printed form with a text or MyLab Math code.

Student Solutions Manual
Provides completely worked-out solutions to the odd-numbered section exercises; all exercises in the Integrated Reviews, Chapter Reviews, Chapter Tests, and Cumulative Reviews.

INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES

Annotated Instructor’s Edition
Contains all the content found in the student edition, plus the following:
- Answers to even and odd exercises on the same text page
- Teaching Tips throughout the text placed at key points

Instructor’s Resource Manual with Tests and Mini-Lectures
This resource includes:
- Mini-lectures for each text section
- Additional practice worksheets for each section
- Several forms of tests per chapter—free response and multiple choice
- Answers to all items

Instructor’s Solutions Manual
TestGen®
(These resources are available for download from MyLab Math or from the Instructor’s Resource Center on pearson.com.)

Instructor-to-Instructor Videos — available in the Instructor Resources section of the MyLab Math course.

Online Resources
MyLab Math (access code required)
MathXL® (access code required)
Resources for Success

Get the Most Out of MyLab Math for *Prealgebra & Introductory Algebra*, Fifth Edition by Elayn Martin-Gay

Elayn Martin-Gay believes that every student can succeed, and each MyLab course that accompanies her texts is infused with her student-centric approach. The seamless integration of Elayn’s award-winning content with the #1 choice in digital learning for developmental math gives students a completely consistent experience from print to MyLab.

A Comprehensive and Dynamic Video Program

The Martin-Gay video program is 100% presented by Elayn Martin-Gay to ensure consistency with the text. The video program includes full section lectures and shorter objective level videos, and an intuitive navigation menu and pop-ups that reinforce key definitions.

Within the section lecture videos, Interactive Concept Checks measure a student’s understanding of key concepts and common trouble spots. Concept Checks ask students to try a question on their own within the video, after which Elayn Martin-Gay explains why they were correct or incorrect.

All videos can be assigned as a media assignment in the Assignment Manager, to ensure that students are getting the most out of their MyLab resources. Additionally, Video Check questions ensure that students have viewed and understood the key concepts from the section lecture videos.

Additional hallmark Martin-Gay video types include Student Success Tip videos and Chapter Test Prep videos. Student Success Tip videos are in short segments designed to be daily reminders to stay organized and to study. Chapter Test Prep videos, a Martin-Gay innovation, help students during their most teachable moment—when they are preparing for a test—with step-by-step solutions for the exercises in the Chapter Test.
New Tools Improve Preparedness and Personalize Learning

New! Getting Ready for the Test video solutions cover every Getting Ready for the Test exercise. These come at the end of each chapter to give students an opportunity to assess if they understand the big picture concepts of the chapter, and help them focus on avoiding common errors.

New! Skill Builder exercises offer just-in-time additional adaptive practice. The adaptive engine tracks student performance and delivers questions to each individual that adapt to his or her level of understanding. This new feature allows instructors to assign fewer questions for homework, allowing students to complete as many or as few questions needed.

New Ways to Engage Students

New! Learning Catalytics Martin-Gay-specific questions are pre-built and available through MyLab Math. Learning Catalytics is an interactive student response tool that uses students' smartphones, tablets, or laptops to engage them in more sophisticated tasks and thinking. Getting Ready for the Test exercises marked in blue in the text are pre-built in Learning Catalytics to use in class. These questions can be found in Learning Catalytics by searching for “MGP&I”.

New! Vocab and Readiness questions in MyLab Math have been expanded to 100% coverage, and are now available with a new Drag and Drop functionality! Drag and Drop exercises allow students to manually select elements of the question, such as expressions, words, graphs, or images, and place them into a designated target area.

Easier Start-Up for Instructors

Enhanced Sample Assignments make course set-up easier by giving instructors a starting point for each section. Each assignment has been carefully curated for this specific text, and includes a thoughtful mix of question types.

pearson.com/mylab/math
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Food and nutrition
- actual weight of coca in boxes, 623
- actual weight of ham in cartons, 623
- actual weight of oatmeal in carton, 623
- actual weight of pineapple in carton, 623
- amount of rumor from combining two containers, 622
- annual food sales in U.S., 504
- area of top of a pizza, 573
- areas of two pizzas, 598
- average price per pound for chickens, 373
- better buy on pizzas, 589
- caffeine content, 495
- calories from fat, 251, 462
- candy mixture and price, 1122
- chocolate consumption of selected countries, 355
- chocolate mixture and costs, 1254
- coffee bean blending and costs, 1120
- color distribution of M&Ms, 514
- cost of each food item, 1128
- fiber content of selected foods, 504
- fluid ounces of Jell-O in each dish, 631
- food preferences, 1163
- fresh salmon imports and exports, 1093
- fruit punch and ginger ale mixture, 361
- grams of fat in food items, 49, 51, 324
- iced tea remaining at party, 650
- lobster classification by weights, 361
- number of hamburgers from total pounds, 303
- number of dogs and buns to purchase, 917
- nut mixture and costs, 1120, 1254
- pie preparation for restaurant, 943
- pizza sizes and cost, 711
- preservatives in box of dried fruit, 623
- recipe ingredient amounts, 425, 650, 656
- remaining amount of Mountain Dew in bottle, 631
- saturated fat in food items, 364
- tea bag production daily at plant, 51
- total weight of candies, 649
- types of milk consumed in U.S., 518
- volume of a waffle ice cream cone, 597
- volume of Coca-Cola shared with each person, 631
- volume of soup in containers, 631
- weight of 6 bottles of root beer, 622
- weight of 24 cans of 7-Up, 622
- weight of batch of cookies, 616
- weight of food on pallet, 50
- weight of meats in packages, 623
- weight of one serving of sunflower seeds, 622
- yogurt production in U.S., 1031

Geography and geology
- actual weight of pineapple in carton, 623
- angle of Khafre's Pyramid, Egypt, 573
- angle of pyramid at Chichen Itza, Mexico, 573
- area of state of Colorado, 1079
- area of state of Utah, 598
- areas of selected deserts, 699
- circumference of Meteor Crater, 582
- counties for selected states, 698
- deep-sea diving depths, 666
- depth of cave, 378
- depth of ocean trench, 104, 115, 122, 611
- depths of Grand Canyon and Yellowstone, 611
- distance glacier moves in one year, 714
- diving depths, 105, 114, 130, 155, 161
- elevation differences between points, 122, 158, 161
- elevation of deepest point in lake, 161
- elevation of sea level below sea level, 38, 104, 105, 106, 119, 122, 156
- flow rate of water discharge into pond, 909
- fraction of Earth's surface that is taken up by oceans, 278
- fraction of mountain peaks in India, 236
- fraction of mountains in Colorado, 384
- fraction of states adjacent to other states, 280
- geothermal sources in Iceland, 435
- Greenland and Antarctic Ice sheets, 435
- highest and lowest elevations, 666
- highest U.S. dams, 517
- highest/lowest elevations, 119
- lake elevation differences, 122
- land area drained by river basins, 29
- land areas of continents, 513
- large dams by continent, 515
- lengths of logs cut from trees, 612
- mean/median of longest rivers, 399
- mountain elevations, 64
- percentage of nuclear-generated electricity in France, 436
- sizes of oceans, 515–516
- sunshine times for Indianapolis, 1035–1036
- sunset times for Seward, Alaska, 1040
- surface area of Arctic and Pacific Oceans, 759
- surface land area of each continent, 265–266
- surface temperatures of planets, 122
- thickness of ice on pond, 612
- thickness of sediment layer in crust, 612
- time for glacier to reach lake, 702–703, 737
- time for lava flow to reach sea, 712
- tornadoes in U.S. for selected years, 970
- total electricity generated by solar and wind power, 777
- total electricity generated by wind power only in U.S., 1231
- volcano heights, 727–728
- volume of Mount Fuji, 597
- volume of water flowing over Niagara Falls, 759
- widths of Grand Canyon and Yellowstone, 613
- wildfires in U.S., 502–503

Geometry
- area and circumference of circle, 1280
- area and perimeter of geometric figures, 1279, 1280
- area and perimeter of rectangle, 924
- area of circle, 588, 651, 748, 827
- area of parallelogram, 586, 748, 801
- area of rectangle, 49, 50, 87, 92, 97, 170, 174, 184, 210, 252, 305, 315, 322, 325, 328, 386, 409, 596, 598, 748, 769, 783, 784, 791, 809, 827, 909, 1164
- area of rectangular solids, 599
- area of square, 74, 93, 372, 613, 748, 796, 783, 784, 791, 809, 881, 909
- area of trapezoid, 586
- area of triangle, 383, 396, 412, 585, 758, 783, 1237
- base height of triangle, 1235
- base length of triangle, 873, 881
- circumference of circle, 365, 406, 412, 578, 581–582, 583, 647
- circumference of geometric shapes, 582, 600
- circumference of telescope, 385
- complementary angles, 566, 570, 573, 646, 925, 933, 1120, 1279
- consecutive integers, 696, 697
- consecutive numbers, 872
- diameter of circle, 252, 278, 600, 653
- dimensions of geometric shapes, 869, 872
- dimensions of rectangle, 872, 875, 882, 1117, 1122, 1213
- golden rectangles, 700, 701
- height and width of signs, 709
- length and width of rectangle from area, 827, 867
- length of a side from the perimeter, 801, 810
- length of diagonals, 522, 525, 534, 1157, 1178
- length of long side of rectangle, 1184, 1186
- length of side of cube from its surface area, 1151, 1152
- length of side of cube from its volume, 1143, 1144
- length of side of square-based pyramid, 1173

Finance
- annual inflation rate in U.S., 556
- compound interest, 475–476, 485, 489
- credit card balance transfer charges, 375, 497
- credit card late fees, 354
- currency exchange rates, 365
- foreign currency exchange, 909
- fraction of states without elle, 240
- interest rate, 873
- money received from estate division, 698
- money spent on world tourism, 1014
- national debts of selected countries, 758
- number of electronically filed income tax returns, 192
- price of gold, 1206
- ratio of assets to debts, 453
- rent as a daily budgeting amount, 1053
- simple interest, 474, 485, 486, 489
- stock gains and losses over time, 729
- stock market losses, 130
- stock prices, 1118
- stock share changes, 353
- total amount after interest over time, 476, 485, 489
- total amount of investment, 475
- total amount of loan, 489
- tourism budgets for selected states, 700, 729
- types of stocks owned, 1118

Health and medicine
administering medicine liquid dosages, 426
amount of medication in decongestant tablet, 438
aspirin usage, 265, 435
arterial blood pressure, 393
body surface area of human, 1152
body surface calculations, 841–842
body mass index, 899
cholesterol in food items, 425
components of bone, 436
crunch lengths, 304
disease cases estimates, 35
distribution of blood types, 239, 324, 384
dosage of medicine for a child, 899, 924
dosage of medicine for dogs, 1043
dosage of medicine per body weight, 421, 656
doses of medicine in bottle, 374
fraction of persons getting fewer than 8 hours
slept, 280
grade of wheelchair ramp, 1014
heart transplants in U.S., 1017
human body temperature conversion, 636
lung transplants in U.S., 1071
lung weights in human, 638
median/mean/mode pulse rates, 398
medication received in 3.5 hours by patient, 628
medication regime by ounces, 639
most common blood types, 556
number of days medicine will last, 374
number of teaspoons in medicine bottle, 374
ounces in tablets and capsules, 637
population in U.S. with AB blood type, 436
ratio of red blood cells to platelet cells, 423
ratio of white blood cells to red blood cells, 423
signing measurements, 632
weight of a child over time, 616
weight of a person after being sick, 622
weight of skin of average adult, 638
weights of heaviest and lightest babies born, 622
weights of human liver and heart, 633

Home construction and improvement
amount of paint needed for wall, 370–371, 373
area of computer chip, 304
area of concrete block wall, 598
area of glass in picture frame, 709
area of lawn, 409
area of lawn in square feet, 412
area of roof, 1142
area of table top, 813
area of window, 599
area of illuminated sign, 596
area of table top, 813
area of a flag, 596
area codes of selected states and countries, 693, 697, 699
area of a flag, 596
array of an illuminated sign, 596
area of circular watch face, 597
area of office and storage space in Pentagon, 908
area of Unryoal Giant Tyre sculpture, 599
armed forces personnel per branch, 511
average of several numbers, 92
best-selling albums in U.S., 504
boards for bookcase, 698
bottled water consumption, 488, 826, 1101
circumference of a can, 578
circumference of circular barn, 582
coin combinations, 356
coin types in collection, 1117, 1129, 1255
consecutive page numbers in book, 697, 872
consecutive room numbers, 872
depth of screw in wood after turning, 252
dimensions of a flag, 881
dividend from spending at food cooperative, 460
elevator shaft heights and depths, 155, 156
fabric needed for sashes, 648
fencing materials needed, 375
formats of commercial radio stations, 386
fraction of legal fireworks in states, 226
circumference of marbles in certain colors, 226
circumference of national monuments in New Mexico, 239
circumference of national parks by state, 228
circumference of wall as concrete, 239
circular food pricing, 1120
gaming area size, 905
garden dimensions, 700, 703–704, 709
inches of wood, 873
height of child since last birthday, 608
heights in inches from meters, 365
inner diameter of tubing/pipe, 278, 281
inner diameter of washer, 278
ladder length, 873, 1184
length of diagonal of city block/park, 525
length of diagonal path through park, 525
length of piece of rope, 604–605
length of piece remaining after cutting off
shorter pieces, 325, 328
length of two scarves, 324
mail categories delivered by Postal Service, 279
Marine Corps training centers in California, 228
material remaining on bolt, 648
median of list of numbers, 657
newspaper circulation, 199, 1001
No Smoking sign dimensions, 649
number of apartments in building, 50
number of apartments on one floor, 50
number of books sold per hour, 374
number of boxes filled, 92, 94
number of boxes of crayons, 373
number of boxes of envelopes office needs, 453
number of boxes on pallet, 50
number of download cards given to friends, 60, 165
number of dresses from bolt of material, 296

Miscellaneous
allowable weight of each passenger on elevator, 619
amount collected by charity drive, 485
amount of coal delivered by weight, 622
amount of oil in drum, 625, 654
angle measures of flag designs, 696
angle measures of walls of Vietnam Veterans Memorial, 573, 692
area codes of selected states and countries, 693, 697, 699
area of a flag, 596
array of an illuminated sign, 596
array of circular watch face, 597
area of Coca-Cola sign, 612, 709
area of curtain wall of building, 908
area of office and storage space in Pentagon, 908
area of Unryoal Giant Tyre sculpture, 599
armed forces personnel per branch, 511
average of several numbers, 92
best-selling albums in U.S., 504
boards for bookcase, 698
bottled water consumption, 488, 826, 1101
circumference of a can, 578
circumference of circular barn, 582
coin combinations, 356
coin types in collection, 1117, 1129, 1255
consecutive page numbers in book, 697, 872
consecutive room numbers, 872
depth of screw in wood after turning, 252
dimensions of a flag, 881
dividend from spending at food cooperative, 460
elevator shaft heights and depths, 155, 156
fabric needed for sashes, 648
fencing materials needed, 375
formats of commercial radio stations, 386
fraction of legal fireworks in states, 226
circumference of marbles in certain colors, 226
circumference of national monuments in New Mexico, 239
circumference of national parks by state, 228
circumference of wall as concrete, 239
circular food pricing, 1120
gaming area size, 905
garden dimensions, 700, 703–704, 709
gu wire length, 873
height of child since last birthday, 608
heights in inches from meters, 365
inner diameter of tubing/pipe, 278, 281
inner diameter of washer, 278
ladder length, 873, 1184
length of diagonal of city block/park, 525
length of diagonal path through park, 525
length of piece of rope, 604–605
length of piece remaining after cutting off
shorter pieces, 325, 328
length of two scarves, 324
mail categories delivered by Postal Service, 279
Marine Corps training centers in California, 228
material remaining on bolt, 648
median of list of numbers, 657
newspaper circulation, 199, 1001
No Smoking sign dimensions, 649
number of apartments in building, 50
number of apartments on one floor, 50
number of books sold per hour, 374
number of boxes filled, 92, 94
number of boxes of crayons, 373
number of boxes of envelopes office needs, 453
number of boxes on pallet, 50
number of download cards given to friends, 60, 165
number of dresses from bolt of material, 296
Time and distance (continued)

- Enlarges fraction of a foot, 225
- Land-speed record of solar-powered car, 908
- Length differences of two scarves, 324
- Length of concrete sound barriers along highway, 612
- Length of connecting pipe, 1177
- Length of diagonal of city block/park, 525, 655
- Length of human index finger, 425
- Length of longest truck in the world, 612
- Length of pipe in feet, 304
- Length of sides of Beijing Water Cube, 1199
- Length of two ropes tied together, 611
- Length of wire on flag pole, 1177
- Lengths of pieces cut from total length, 604, 689–690, 695, 697, 730, 732, 776, 924
- Map inches corresponding to miles, 420, 491
- Map reading, 641
- Maximum height of rocket fired upward, 865
- Mileage of Appalachian Trail in selected states, 455
- Miles hiked on trail, 252
- Miles in certain number of yards, 92
- Miles traveled on trip, 29
- Miles walked on treadmill, 303
- Rate of travel over time, 1062, 1063
- Proofreading copy, 942
- Speed of each train, 1252, 1254
- Speed of car before skidding, 1178
- Speed of airplane in still air, 1119
- Speed of boat in still water, 941, 942, 959, 1128, 1199, 1262
- Speed of car before stopping, 1178
- Speed of current, 1119, 1128
- Speed of each train, 1252, 1254
- Speed of falling object over time, 1028
- Speed of fast sneeze, 638
- Speed of plane in still air, 942
- Speed of rowing a boat in still water, 1119
- Speed of runner in track event, 905
- Speed of two boats traveling apart at right angle, 874
- Speed of vehicle 8 seconds after braking, 534
- Speeds driven during trip, 942
- Speeds of cars during test drive, 942
- Speeds of cars over time, 942
- Speeds of race cars, 944
- Speeds of vehicles on different terrains, 941, 943
- Speeds of vehicles traveling opposite directions, 943
- Speeds of vehicles traveling same distance, 938–939, 943, 955–956, 959
- Speeds of vehicles traveling toward each other, 1114, 1119, 1121
- Time for conveyer belts to move a product, 940
- Time for each of pumps to fill tank, 943
- Time for falling object to reach ground, 855, 865, 885, 1178, 1197, 1199, 1200, 1214, 1226, 1230
- Time for fireworks to reach maximum height, 1226
- Time for flying fish to travel certain distance, 714
- Time for glacier to reach lake, 702–703, 737
- Time for inlet pipes to fill pond/pool, 939, 943, 959
- Time for lava flow to reach sea, 712
- Time for one vehicle to overtake another, 942, 1255
- Time for rocket to reach heights, 1214
- Time for trip through Channel Tunnel, 710
- Time for vehicles to be certain distance apart, 1254
- Time needed to bicycle/walk to burn calories, 723
- Time of free fall, 1230
- Time spent driving, 702
- Time spent on bicycle during trip, 1119
- Time to paint house, 941
- Time to run/walk in charity race, 731
- Time when falling object should hit ground, 834, 855, 872, 873, 881, 1028
- Times for completing mazes, 393
- Times spent jogging and walking during exercise, 1128
- Total distance of trip from driving time, 1255
- Travel times by same person on 2 vehicles, 942
- Time for trip making 200-meter time in Olympic swimming, 342
- Units of length conversion, 607–608
- Velocity of falling object, 1176
- Velocity of vehicle traveling on curved road, 1179
- Viewing distance of Thirty Meter Telescope, 758
- Walking rate in exercise program, 1114–1115
- Walking distance remaining to inspect train tracks, 265
- Walking rate of hikers, 942
- Weather phenomena, 641
- Weight of cinders spread on roads, 649
- World records
  - Deepest bat colony, 100
  - dried place in world, 354
  - Fastest train speeds, 697
  - Fastest tropical cockroach, 342
  - Heaviest and smallest babies born, 622
  - Heaviest zucchini ever grown, 622
  - Highest and lowest temperatures, 712, 731
  - Highest cliff diving in Mexico, 1199
  - Highest dive into lake, 1197
  - Highest U.S. dams, 517
  - Highest wind speed, 353
  - Largest American flag, 596
  - Largest building, 905
  - Largest casino, 905
  - Largest commercial building, 50
  - Largest hotel lobby, 50
  - Largest indoor illuminated sign, 596
  - Largest meteorite, 699
  - Largest optical telescope, 758
  - Largest round barn, 582
  - Largest suspension bridge, 364
  - Longest truck, 612
  - Pearl of Lao-tze, 582
  - Record breaking weekend movie revenue, 14
  - Slowest mammal, 277
  - Smallest computer, 598
  - Snowiest city in U.S., 354
  - Steepest street, 1014
  - Tallest and shortest men, 611
  - Tallest building, 397, 855, 1179
  - Tallest fountain, 533
  - Tallest tree, 533

Highway speed limits, 265
Length of concrete sound barriers along highway, 612
Miles driven, 253, 374, 691, 695, 698
Miles traveled on trip, 29, 38, 91
Number of adults driving selected number of miles per week, 505
Number of bridges, 63, 1200
Number of lane dividers on highway, 63
Number of licensed drivers in U.S., 457–458
Number of light poles on highway, 64
Number of miles driven by adults per week, 505
Number of registered vehicles in U.S., 457
Number of roadway miles in selected states, 208
Parking lot dimensions, 710
Pricing of train tickets, 1118
Radius of curvature of road from velocity of vehicle, 1179
Railroad standard gauges in U.S. and Spain/Portugal, 303
Rate of travel over time, 1062, 1063
Sign dimensions, 1121
Span length of bridge, 654
Speed limits, 657
Weight of cinders spread on roads, 649